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Abstract
Various participants in urban traffic systems intertwine a highly complicated coupling network. An
interpretable analysis of underlying correlations is one of the keys to understanding traffic anomalies.
Unfortunately, abnormal situation analysis in real scenarios faces severe limitations in negative
sample deficiency, data integrity, and verifiability. In view of this, we developed a simulation tool –
the Traffic Anomaly Situation Simulator (TASS). Through configurable scripts, TASS simulates
real traffic networks by road editing, data collection, and fault injection. Given the generated cases,
we designed a dynamic causal discovery algorithm, Dycause-Traffic, to demonstrate the features of
causality in traffic anomalies.
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Introduction

Abnormal traffic situation such as congestion keeps increasing in metropolitan areas, contributing to great economic losses and causing delay, compromised levels of service, and
discomfort during traveling [10]. Since the 1980s, enormous progress has been made in
predicting traffic, but current studies lack the analysis of important flow relationships and
evolution trends of important urban structures [3, 8], and the dynamic causal association
information hidden in the dataset has not been fully explored. Besides, most algorithms only
consider the existence of causalities while ignoring their strength.
The traditional traffic analysis primarily relies on traffic time series data. For example,
by redesigning the distance measurement and clustering methods in the clustering algorithm,
the urban traffic flow patterns and urban structures are revealed from the spatiotemporal
data [9, 12, 17]. The association rule and clustering method are often combined into a
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multi-step model [15]. But less consideration is given to the topological relationship between
roads and the interaction between road segments. Graph-based algorithms that can be used
to discover such associations [18] mainly include CGC [5] and PSTE [14] based on Granger
causality theory [4], SVAR-FCI [11] and PCMCI [16] based on conditional constraints, and
other models [13, 19] built on GNN. However, the upper limit of the number of conditional
independence tests of the algorithm increases with the maximum degree of any node.
High-quality urban traffic flow data is the basis for analyzing abnormal urban traffic
situations. Some papers provide relevant research with good actual data [2, 6, 7]. But the
data generated in real scenarios are insufficient. The timely feedback of traffic intervention
cannot be achieved quickly and it’s challenging to excavate the influencing factors under
the dynamically changing traffic conditions. Analyzing urban traffic anomalies requires
controllable and reproducible data, and simulation tools provide this possibility.
Our contributions are manifolds: 1.Urban traffic simulation. We build an urban traffic
simulation system based on the relevant technical framework of SUMO [1], which provides
a basis for the design and implementation of simulation experiments. 2.Traffic abnormal
situation injection. During the simulation, controllable anomalies, such as signal lights, lanes,
and flow, are injected into the traffic road network to reproduce controllable traffic congestion.
3.Abnormal situation propagation analysis. We use the dynamic causal correlation algorithm
to mine the abnormal situation propagation path and intensity of traffic and analyze road
congestion’s impact on the overall road network and other roads.

2

Traffic abnormal situation simulation

Given the requirement of adjusting the traffic lights, intersections, road facilities, and lanes
in the abnormal urban traffic situation, we design the Traffic Anomaly Situation Simulator
(TASS) based on SUMO [1], and additionally various options for traffic anomaly injection in
the case of simulating a given traffic demand consisting of a single-vehicle.

Figure 1 Overall pipeline of TASS.

The overall simulation flow of TASS is shown in Fig. 1. Please find the source code,
sample cases, and dataset of TASS in this anonymous github repository.

2.1

TASS input

The input of TASS includes the following elements. In this study, we leverage the OSMWebwizard program to generate the network from the satellite map information of OpenStreetMap
(OSM), including the traffic network structure of selected area as well as the subway, light
rail, and other public transport systems.
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(1) Road attributes. The basic network structure of the road, the allowed and limited
direction, the types of vehicles that are allowed to pass, etc.
(2) Vehicle attributes. Vehicle type, route planning, driving preference and proficiency of
the driver, etc., are mainly described by the dynamic model of the vehicle.
(3) Interaction between vehicles. The driving behavior of vehicles during operation is not
only affected by road conditions and route planning but also by other vehicles, resulting
in various traffic phenomena, such as traffic anomalies and traffic congestion.

2.2

Simulation intervention

The core task of TASS is the reproduction and intervention of traffic demand, that is, the
data and related information of traffic flow. By intervening in the simulation process through
the Traci script, TASS can realize the fixed-point timing injection of the abnormal situation.
Urban traffic anomalies can be generally divided into three categories:
(1) Abnormal state of lanes or edges. Lanes or edges cannot meet the normal traffic needs
of vehicles and pedestrians. For example, traffic accidents, vehicle lane changes, traffic
control, and other abnormal driving behaviors cause lane blockages, resulting in lane
prohibition. The maximum travel speed for fixed lanes can be set to 0 via Traci in TASS.
(2) Abnormal traffic facilities. For example, the traffic light is damaged, or the alternating
cycle of the traffic light is abnormal. The Traffic Lights States (TLS) can be modified
after specifying the number of simulation steps during the simulation. After recovery,
the TLS can be changed to the normal state.
(3) Abnormal driving state of vehicles. It is generally reflected in the abnormal increase of
pedestrians and vehicles caused by extreme weather, peak travel period, road control,
and low-speed vehicles. The maximum driving speed of the lanes in the area can be
reduced as required by Traci.

2.3

TASS output

In practice, the traffic simulation focuses on three output values to solve the traffic problem:
vehicle-based information, network-based element (such as stations, traffic-lights, cross-linking,
and other factors, which are related to the geometric layout of roads), and hidden cost (such
as waiting time, time loss and depart delay). In this paper, we collect the three outputs but
consider the vehicle-based data primarily. The vehicle-based information includes positions,
speeds, acceleration of all vehicles for every simulation step, emission values, battery usage,
collisions, lane-changing events, and trajectory data. Data collected from detectors provide
lane/edge-based performance measurements such as speed, road occupancy, and traffic flow.

3
3.1

Dynamic Causality Discovery – Dycause-Traffic
Problem statement

We formally denote a traffic network as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of
N = |V | vertices representing nodes on the road network (i.e., detectors in the following
experiments), and E is the set of edges representing the connectivity among vertices. At
each time step t, there is a graph signal X(t) ∈ RN ×C on graph G, where C is the number of
features of the input signal (such as traffic flow, speed, occupancy). The superscript (t) is
the sample time index in a short period. To reveal the dynamic causalities between locations
in traffic anomalies, we design the Dycause-traffic algorithm to examine Granger causal
intervals with sliding windows, generating the dynamic causality curves Ci,j (t) for each pair
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of detectors. The dynamic causality curve Ci,j (t) depicts the time-varying strengths of the
correlation from detector vi to vj . Thus, we transform the anomaly propagation analysis
task into the computing of the dynamic causality dependencies between vertices denoted as
Ŷ = (X̂tp+1 , X̂tp+2 , ..., X̂tp+q ) from the historical simulation output of time series of p time
steps. Note that the calculation is limited by the overall simulation steps q.

3.2

Temporal dynamic causality discovery

We build Dycause-traffic based on the Granger causality test. Particularly, we denote the
time series of the node i and node j as xi and xj . Our test constructs two linear regression
models (the partial Mp and the full Mf ) to predict xj (t), t = 1, 2, ..., T with the past observations. Please note that one of them has more independent variables xi (t − l), 1 ≤ l ≤ Llag ,
representing the additional information from the node i.
Llag

Llag

Mp : x̂j (t) =

X

αlp xj (t − l) + bp , Mf : x̂j (t) =

l=1

X


αlf xj (t − l) + βlf xi (t − l) + bf (1)

l=1

Here, x̂j (t) denotes the prediction and αlp , bp , αlf , βlf and bf are the parameters. By
computing the sums of squared errors (SSEp , SSEf ) from the two models, which is calculated
P
2
by t (x̂j (t) − xj (t)) , we test the null hypothesis using the F-distribution. When the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected, we accept that the extra information can not improve
the prediction and xi has no causal impact on xj . To do that, we calculate the value
(SSEp −SSEf )/(df −dp )
F =
to estimate the probability of the null hypothesis based on the
SSEf /(T −df −1)
F-distribution of Fdf −dp ,T −df −1 and reject it lower than a significant threshold α, which
in turn indicates the Granger causality from xi to xj . Here, dp and df are the degrees of
freedom of the two models, which are Llag , 2Llag , respectively. T is the total number of
samples. Given the fact that the causalities change dynamically in anomalies, we conduct the
test on enumerated sliding windows {[sq : eq ] | 0 ≤ sq < eq ≤ T } instead of a single-window
[0, T ]. Finally, Dycause-traffic generates the causality curve Ci,j according to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Dycause-Traffic.

Input: Metric data during time intervel T : X ∈ RN ×T , Granger causality
significance value α, basic interval length Lb
Output: Dynamic causality curves C ∈ RN ×N ×T .
1 begin
2
for each node pair i → j do
3
Ci,j ←− {0}T
4
for s = 0; s ≤ T − Lb ; s += Lb do
5
for e = s + Lb ; e ≤ T ; e += Lb do
6
Estimate the ⌈F ⌉ and ⌊F ⌋ using previous regression models
7
if ⌈F ⌉ and ⌊F ⌋ indicate pruning then
8
Continue
9
10

else if ⌈F ⌉ and ⌊F ⌋ indicate causality then
Increase Ci,j (s : e) by 1
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Experiments

We experimentally select a 50 km2 dense traffic network in Beijing, China. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), we number the main junctions from J.1 to J.16. The horizontal and vertical lanes
at J.13 and J.16 are urban arterial roads. The horizontal line is the Fourth Ring Road in
Beijing, and the surrounding infrastructure density is low. Schools, residential areas, and
commercial areas are scattered around other junctions. A certain number of detectors are
distributed at the traffic inflow position at each junction, which can provide traffic flow,
vehicle speed, and lane occupancy data during the simulation period.

Figure 2 Map and detectors in our experiment.

The distribution of detectors at junctions is shown in Fig. 2(b). The detectors are placed
in the direction of the traffic entering the junction. J.5 and J.12 are on the urban arterial road.
There are fewer connections to the secondary roads around the junction. In other words, the
traffic network structure is simpler where the detector density is also lower. Correspondingly,
the road network structure of J.10 and J.13 is more complicated, which is related to the
surrounding infrastructure to a certain extent.
We conduct TASS to the following experimental simulations, considering traffic light
failure, road failures, and abnormal traffic flow. Details of each experiment are summarized
in Table 1. The simulation time is 3600 seconds, i.e., one hour in total. The fault injection
period is 600 to 1800 seconds, lasting for 20 minutes. To improve the efficiency of model
training, we select the raw data of 100 detectors, from Det.0 to Det.99.
Table 1 Simulation details of each experiment.
Experiment ID
Exp. 1
Exp. 2
Exp. 3
Exp. 4
Exp. 5
Exp. 6
Exp. 7
Exp. 8
Exp. 9
Exp. 10
Exp. 11

Simulation Details
Original traffic flow, the detector sampling frequency is set to 3 seconds
The traffic light at intersection Junc. 2 is faulty, only green
The traffic light at intersection Junc. 2 is faulty, only red
The traffic light at intersection Junc. 12 is faulty, only green
The traffic light at intersection Junc. 12 is faulty, only red
The inbound route of the north-south road at junction Junc. 2 is faulty
The outbound route of the north-south road at junction Junc. 2 is faulty
The inbound route of the north-south road at junction Junc. 5 is faulty
The outbound route of the north-south road at junction Junc. 5 is faulty
Double the traffic flow of some lanes in Experiment 1
Reduce the traffic flow of some lanes in Experiment 1

Failure Type
No failure.

Traffic light failures

Lane failures.
Only the north-south edges are modified.
Abnormal traffic flow.
The lanes selected are the same.

Fig.3 shows part of the experimental results where we observe several features of anomaly
propagation in traffic networks.
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Figure 3 Example of experimental results.

No traffic lights or a single permit(red or green only)can cause traffic anomalies. Fig.
3(a) shows the speed and occupancy rate of Det.6,7,10 in Exp.1,2. When there is only a
green light, the vehicle’s average speed decreases. During the time slot 200 to 600 (i.e., 600s
to 1800s), the speed has a short-term increase compared to Exp.1. Still, the green light
increases the traffic volume while also increasing the road load, and the final result is a
negative effect. When there are red lights at J.2, the vehicle runs normally only when there
is no abnormal increase in the early period at J.2. Even if the accident is cleared, it does not
quickly return to the initial condition.
Anomaly propagation is restricted by road capacity and road structure. J.3 is a junction
directly linked with J.2, and the maximum road load is smaller than that of J.2. Therefore,
the failure propagation from J.2 to J.3 is relatively stable, as shown in Fig. 3(b), and the
results of all experiments have relatively minor differences. Since the capacity from the main
arterial road to the secondary arterial road is limited by the secondary arterial road, the J.2
continues to transfer the flow to the J.3. Still, at the same time, once the traffic flow exceeds
the threshold, the increase will not cause additional congestion for J.3.
Upstream and downstream traffic can affect each other. The upstream traffic flow parameters have a transmission effect on the downstream traffic flow parameters through the
road carrier, and vice versa. As a result, they both will experience a time delay. Dotted
failure can be achieved by injecting specified road anomalies or adding specific traffic flows.
It will be propagated with the overflow or outflow mode, thereby creating linear or area
failure. But it should be noted that the reproduction of overflow or outflow mode needs to
be better reproduced in the case of meeting the road conditions.
Secondary road connection structure affects anomaly’s propagation. Fig. 3(c) shows how
the secondary junction connected with J.2 is affected. Traffic anomalies in the same place
caused by different factors have inconsistent characteristics. Considering the diffusion of
traffic flow, the problem of secondary anomalies caused by local anomalies cannot be ignored.
When severe traffic anomalies occur locally, the traffic conditions of upstream and downstream
sections and junctions will be affected along with secondary road links. A worse situation
could lead to the collapse of large areas of the road network.
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Conclusion

This study presents a novel tool, TASS, to simulate anomalies in urban traffic networks,
including traffic light failures, lane failures, and abnormal flow. We design the Dycause-Traffic
algorithm to reveal the anomaly’s propagation mechanism. Experiments verified that the
length of lanes, the connection of roads, and the location of faults are the main factors
affecting the propagation of anomalies.
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